Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Graphs and graph transformations \[[@CR8]\] are a good means for system modelling and specification. Graph structures naturally relate to the structures typically found in many (computer) systems and graph transformations provide intuitive tools to specify the semantics of a model or implement refinement and analysis techniques for specifications.

In all of these scenarios, it is important that the graphs used are consistent; that is, that their structures satisfy a set of constraints. Some constraints can be captured by typing graphs over so-called type graphs \[[@CR8]\]---these allow capturing basic structural constraints such as which kinds of nodes may be connected to each other. To allow the expression of further constraints, the theory of nested graph constraints has been introduced \[[@CR11]\]. A graph is considered consistent if it is correctly typed and satisfies all given constraints. Note that this notion of consistency is binary: a graph either is consistent or it is not consistent. It is impossible to distinguish different degrees of consistency.

In software engineering practice, it is often necessary to live with, and manage, a degree of inconsistency \[[@CR23]\]. This requires tools and techniques for identifying, measuring, and correcting inconsistencies. In the field of graph-based specifications, this has led to many practical applications, where a more fine-grained notion of graph consistency is implicitly applied. For example, research in model repair has aimed to automatically produce graph-transformation rules that will gradually improve the consistency of a given graph. Such a rule may not make a graph completely consistent in one transformation step, but performing a sequence of such transformations will eventually produce a consistent graph (*e.g.,* \[[@CR12], [@CR21], [@CR22], [@CR25]\]). In the area of search-based model engineering (*e.g.,* \[[@CR5], [@CR9]\]), rules are required to be applicable to inconsistent graphs and, at least, not to produce new inconsistencies. In earlier work, we have shown how such rules can be generated at least with regard to multiplicity constraints \[[@CR5]\]. However, in all of these works, the notion of "partial" graph consistency remains implicit. Without explicitly formalising this notion, it becomes difficult to reason about the validity of the rules generated or the correctness of the algorithm by which these rules were produced.

In this paper, we introduce a new notion of graph consistency as a graduated property. A graph can be consistent *to a degree,* depending on the number of constraint violations that occur in the graph. This conceptualisation allows us to introduce two new characterisations of graph transformations: a *consistency-sustaining* transformation does not decrease the overall consistency level, while a *consistency-improving* transformation strictly decreases the number of violations in a graph. We lift these characterisations to the level of graph transformation rules, allowing rules to be characterised as consistency sustaining and consistency improving, respectively. We show how these definitions fit with the already established terminology of constraint-preserving and constraint-guaranteeing transformations/rules. Finally, we introduce formal criteria that allow checking whether a given graph-transformation rule is consistency sustaining or consistency improving w.r.t. constraints in specific forms.

Thus, the contributions of our paper are: We present the first formalisation of graph consistency as a graduated property of graphs;We present two novel characterisations of graph transformations and transformation rules with regard to this new definition of graph consistency and show how these refine the existing terminology;We present static analysis techniques for checking whether a graph-transformation rule is consistency sustaining or improving.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We introduce a running example in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} before outlining some foundation terminology in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} introduces our new concepts and Sect. [5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} discusses how graph-transformation rules can be statically analysed for these properties. A discussion of related work in Sect. [6](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper. All proofs are provided in an extended version of this paper \[[@CR16]\].

Example {#Sec2}
=======

Consider *class responsibility assignment* (CRA, \[[@CR4]\]), a standard problem in object-oriented software analysis. Given is a set of features (methods, fields) with dependencies between them. The goal is to create a set of classes and assign the features to classes so that a certain *fitness function* is maximized. The fitness function rewards the assignment of dependent features to the same class (cohesion), while punishing dependencies that run between classes (coupling) and solutions with too few classes. Solutions can be expressed as instances of the type graph shown in the left of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. For realistic problem instances, an exhaustive enumeration of all solutions to find the optimal one is not feasible.

Recently, a number of works have addressed the CRA problem via a combination of graph transformation and meta-heuristic search techniques, specifically evolutionary algorithms \[[@CR5], [@CR10], [@CR28]\]. An evolutionary algorithm uses genetic operators such as cross-over and mutation to find optimal solution candidates in an efficient way. In this paper, we focus on mutation operators, which have been specified using graph transformation rules in these works.Fig. 1.Type graph and four mutation rules for the CRA problem.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} depicts four mutation rules for the CRA problem, taken from the available MDEOptimiser solution \[[@CR6]\]. The rules are specified as graph transformation rules \[[@CR8]\] in the Henshin notation \[[@CR1], [@CR29]\]: Rule elements are tagged as *delete*, *create*, *preserve* or *forbid*, which denotes them as being included in the LHS, the RHS, in both rule sides, or a NAC. Rule *assignFeature* assigns a randomly selected as-yet-unassigned feature to a class. Rule *createClass* creates a class and assigns an as-yet-unassigned feature to it. Rule *moveFeature* moves a feature between two classes. Rule *deleteEmptyClass* deletes a class to which no feature is assigned.

Solutions in an optimization problem such as the given one usually need to be consistent with regard to the constraints given by the problem domain. We consider three constraints for the CRA case:$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Given an arbitrary solution model (valid or invalid), mutations may introduce new violations. For example, applying *moveFeature* can leave behind an empty class, thus violating $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_2$$\end{document}$. While constraint violations can potentially be removed using repair techniques \[[@CR12], [@CR22], [@CR25]\], these can be computationally expensive and may involve strategies that lead to certain regions of the search space being preferred, threatening the efficiency of the search. Instead, it would be desirable to design mutation operators that impact consistency in a positive or at least neutral way. Each application of a mutation rule should contribute to some particular violations being removed, or at least ensure that the degree of consistency does not decrease. Currently, there exists no formal framework for identifying such rules. The established notions of constraint-preserving and constraint-guaranteeing rules \[[@CR11]\] assume an already-valid model or a transformation that removes all violations at once; both are infeasible in our scenario.

Preliminaries {#Sec3}
=============

Our new contributions are based on typed graph transformation systems following the double-pushout approach \[[@CR8]\]. We implicitly assume that all graphs, also the ones occurring in rules and constraints, are typed over a common type graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 1 ((Nested) graph conditions and constraints) {#FPar1}
--------------------------------------------------------
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In the notation of graph constraints, we drop the domains of the involved morphisms and occurrences of true whenever they can unambiguously be inferred. For example, we write $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We define a normal form for graph conditions that requires that the occurring quantifiers alternate. For every linear condition there is an equivalent condition in this normal form \[[@CR25], Fact 2\].

Definition 2 (Alternating quantifier normal form (ANF)) {#FPar2}
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Lemma 1 (Non-equivalence of constraints in ANF) {#FPar3}
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*Graph transformation* is the rule-based modification of graphs. The following definition recalls graph transformation as a double-pushout.

Definition 3 (Rule and transformation) {#FPar4}
--------------------------------------
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Fig. 2.Rule application

Obviously, transformations interact with the validity of graph constraints. Two well-studied notions are constraint-guaranteeing and -preserving transformations \[[@CR11]\].

Definition 4 {#FPar5}
------------
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As we will present criteria for consistency sustainment and improvement based on conflicts and dependencies of rules, we recall these notions here as well. Intuitively, a transformation step *causes a conflict* on another one if it hinders this second one. A transformation step is *dependent* on another one if it is first enabled by that.

Definition 5 (Conflict) {#FPar6}
-----------------------
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Definition 6 (Dependency) {#FPar7}
-------------------------
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Consistency-Sustaining and Consistency-improving Rules and Transformations {#Sec4}
==========================================================================

In this section, we introduce our key new concepts. We do so in three stages, first introducing foundational definitions for partial consistency, followed by a generic definition of consistency sustainment and improvement. Finally, we give stronger definitions for which we will be able to provide a static analysis in Sect. [5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}.

Partial Consistency {#Sec5}
-------------------

To support the discussion and analysis of rules and transformations that improve graph consistency, but do not produce a fully consistent graph in one step, we introduce the notion of *partial consistency.* We base this notion on relating the number of *constraint violations* to the total number of *relevant occurrences* of a constraint. For the satisfaction of an existential constraint, a single valid occurrence is enough. In contrast, universal constraints require the satisfaction of some sub-constraint for every occurrence. Hence, the resulting notion is binary in the existential case, but graduated in the universal one.
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                \begin{document}$$\ge 1$$\end{document}$ is no real restriction as constraints with nesting level 0 are Boolean combinations of true which means they are equivalent to true or false, anyhow. In contrast, restricting to linear constraints actually excludes some interesting cases. We believe that the extension of our definitions and results to also include the non-linear case will be doable. Restricting to the linear case first, however, makes the statements much more accessible and succinct.

### Definition 7 (Occurrences and violations) {#FPar8}
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If *c* is universal, its number of *relevant occurrences* in a graph *G*, denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 8 (Partial consistency) {#FPar9}

Given a graph *G* and a constraint *c*, *G* is *consistent* w.r.t. *c* if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The next proposition makes precise that the consistency index runs between 0 and 1 and indicates the degree of consistency a graph *G* has w.r.t. a constraint *c*.

### Fact 1 (Consistency index) {#FPar10}

Given a graph *G* and a constraint *c*, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 3.Example constraints and graph.

### Example 1 {#FPar11}

Based on Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we can express the three informal constraints from Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} as nested graph constraints. Constraint $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Consistency Sustainment and Improvement {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------

In the remainder of this section, our goal is to introduce the notions of *consistency-sustaining* and *consistency-improving rule applications* which refine the established notions of preserving and guaranteeing applications \[[@CR11]\].

### Definition 9 (Consistency sustainment and improvement) {#FPar12}

Given a graph constraint *c* and a rule *r*, a transformation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The rule *r* is *consistency sustaining* if all of its applications are. It is *consistency improving* if all of its applications are consistency sustaining and there exists a graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G \Rightarrow _{r,m} H$$\end{document}$. A consistency improving rule is *strongly consistency improving* if all of its applications to graphs *G* with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ ncv (G,c) > 0$$\end{document}$ are consistency-improving transformations.

In the above definition, we use the number of constraint violations (and not the consistency index) to define improvement to avoid an undesirable side-effect: Defining improvement via a growing consistency index would lead to consistency-improving transformations (w.r.t. a universal constraint) which do not repair existing violations but only create new valid occurrences of the constraint. Hence, there would exist infinitely long transformation sequences where every step increases the consistency index but validity is never restored. Consistency-improving transformations, and therefore *strongly* consistency improving rules, require that the number of constraint violations strictly decreases in each step. Therefore, using only such transformations and rules, we cannot construct infinite transformation sequences.

Any consistency-improving rule can be turned into a strongly consistency-improving rule if suitable pre-conditions can be added that restrict the applicability of the rule only to those cases where it can actually improve a constraint violation. This links the two forms of consistency-improving rules to their practical applications: in model repair \[[@CR21], [@CR25]\] we want to use rules that will only make a change to a graph when there is a violation to be repaired---strongly consistency-improving rules. However, in evolutionary search \[[@CR5]\], we want to allow rules to be able to make changes even when there is no need for repair, but to fix violations when they occur; consistency-improving rules are well-suited here as they can be applied even when no constraint violations need fixing.

Direct Consistency Sustainment and Improvement {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------

While the above definitions are easy to state and understand, it turns out that they are inherently difficult to investigate. Comparing numbers of (relevant) occurrences and violations allows for very disparate behavior of consistency-sustaining (-improving) transformations: For example, a transformation is allowed to destroy as many valid occurrences as it repairs violations and is still considered to be consistency sustaining w.r.t. a universal constraint.

Next, we introduce further qualified notions of consistency sustainment and improvement. The idea behind this refinement is to *retain* the validity of occurrences of a universal constraint: valid occurrences that are preserved by a transformation are to remain valid. In this way, sustainment and improvement become more *direct* as it is no longer possible to compensate for introduced violations by introducing additional valid occurrences. The notions of (direct) sustainment and improvement are related to one another and also to the already known ones that preserve and guarantee constraints. In Sect. [5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} we will show how these stricter definitions allow for static analysis techniques to identify consistency-sustaining and -improving rules.Fig. 4.Rule application with morphisms from a graph *C*, occurring in some constraint

The following definitions assume a transformation step to be given and relate occurrences of constraints in its start and result graph as depicted in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The existence of a morphism $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ tr : G \dashrightarrow H$$\end{document}$ being a total morphism when restricted to *p*(*C*) which is equivalent to the transformation not destroying the occurrence *p*.

### Definition 10 (Direct consistency sustainment) {#FPar13}

Given a graph constraint *c*, a transformation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t: G \Rightarrow _{m,r} H$$\end{document}$ via rule *r* at match *m* with trace *tr* (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) is *directly consistency sustaining* w.r.t. *c* if either *c* is existential and the transformation is *c*-preserving or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\forall p: C \hookrightarrow G \big ( (p \models d \wedge tr \circ p \text { is total}) \Rightarrow tr \circ p \models d\big ) \wedge \\&\forall p^\prime : C \hookrightarrow H \big (\lnot \exists p: C \hookrightarrow G \left( p^\prime = tr \circ p \right) \Rightarrow p^\prime \models d\big ) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$A *rule* *r* is *directly consistency sustaining* w.r.t. *c* if all its applications are.

Table 1.Properties of example rules.RuleConsistency sustainingConsistency improving$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The first requirement in the definition checks that constraints that were already valid in *G* are still valid in *H*, unless their occurrence has been removed; that is, the transformation must not make existing valid occurrences invalid. Note, however, that we do not require that the constraint be satisfied by the same extension, just that there is still a way to satisfy the constraint at that occurrence. The second requirement in the definition checks that every "new" occurrence of the constraint in *H* satisfies the constraint; that is, the transformation must not introduce fresh violations.

The following theorem relates the new notions of (direct) consistency sustainment to preservation and guarantee of constraints.

### Theorem 2 {#FPar14}

**(Sustainment relations).** Given a graph constraint *c*, every *c*-guaranteeing transformation is directly consistency-sustaining, every directly consistency-sustaining transformation is consistency sustaining, and every consistency-sustaining transformation is *c*-preserving. The analogous implications hold on the rule level:

The following example illustrates these notions and shows that sustainment is different from constraint guaranteeing or preserving.

### Example 2 {#FPar15}

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} denotes for each rule from the running example if it is consistency sustaining w.r.t. each constraint. Rule *createClass* is directly consistency sustaining w.r.t. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_2$$\end{document}$ (no empty classes), since it cannot assign an already assigned feature or remove existing assignments. However, it is not consistency guaranteeing, since it cannot remove any violation either. Rule *moveFeature* is consistency sustaining w.r.t $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_1$$\end{document}$, but not directly so, since it can introduce new violations, but only while at the same time removing another violation, leading to a neutral outcome. Starting with the plain version of rule *createClass* and computing a preserving application condition for constraint $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_1$$\end{document}$ according to the construction provided by Habel and Pennemann \[[@CR11]\] results in the application condition depicted in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. By construction, equipping the plain version of *createClass* with that application condition results in a consistency-preserving rule. However, whenever applied to an invalid graph, the antecedent of this application condition evaluates to false and, hence, the whole application condition to true. In particular, the rule with this application condition might introduce further violations of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_1$$\end{document}$ and is, thus, not sustaining.

Fig. 5.Generated preserving application condition for *createClass* w.r.t. constraint $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_1$$\end{document}$. The feature named rf is the one from the LHS of *createClass*.

Similarly, the *direct* notion of consistency improvement preserves the validity of already valid occurrences in the case of universal constraints and degenerates to the known concept of constraint-guarantee in the existential case.

### Definition 11 (Direct consistency improvement) {#FPar16}

Given a graph constraint *c*, a transformation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t: G \Rightarrow _{m,r} H$$\end{document}$ via rule *r* at match $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m: L \hookrightarrow G$$\end{document}$ with trace *tr* (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) is *directly consistency improving* w.r.t. *c* if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G \nvDash c$$\end{document}$, the transformation is directly consistency sustaining, and either *c* is existential and the transformation is *c*-guaranteeing or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c = \forall (C,d)$$\end{document}$ is universal andWe lift the notion of directly consistency-improving transformations to the level of rules in the same way as in Definition [9](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"}. This leads to directly consistency-improving rules and a strong form of directly consistency-improving rules.

(Direct) consistency improvement is related to, but different from constraint guarantee and consistency sustainment as made explicit in the next theorem.

### Theorem 3 {#FPar17}

**(Improvement relations).** Given a graph constraint *c*, every directly consistency-improving transformation is a consistency-improving transformation and every consistency-improving transformation is consistency sustaining. Moreover, every *c*-guaranteeing transformation starting from a graph *G* that is inconsistent w.r.t. *c* is a directly consistency-improving transformation. The analogous implications hold on the rule level, provided that there exists a match for the respective rule *r* in a graph *G* with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G \not \models c$$\end{document}$:

### Example 3 {#FPar18}

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} denotes for each rule of the running example if it is consistency improving w.r.t. each constraint. For example, the rule *deleteEmptyClass* is directly strongly consistency improving but not guaranteeing w.r.t. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_2$$\end{document}$ (no empty classes), since it always removes a violation (empty class), but generally not all violations in one step. Rule *assignFeature* is consistency improving w.r.t. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_2$$\end{document}$, but not directly so, since it can turn empty classes into non-empty ones, but does not do so in every possible application. Rule *createClass* is consistency sustaining but not improving w.r.t. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_2$$\end{document}$, as it cannot reduce the number of empty classes.

Static Analysis for Direct Consistency Sustainment and Improvement {#Sec8}
==================================================================

In this section, we consider specific kinds of constraints and present a static analysis technique for direct consistency sustainment and improvement. We present criteria for rules to be *directly* consistency sustaining or *directly* consistency improving w.r.t. these kinds of constraint. The restriction to specific kinds of constraint greatly simplifies the presentation; at the end of the section we hint at how our results may generalize to arbitrary universal constraints.

The general idea behind our static analysis technique is to check for validity of a constraint by applying a trivial (non-modifying) rule that just checks for the existence of a graph occurring in the constraint. This allows us to present our analysis technique in the language of *conflicts and dependencies* which has been developed to characterise the possible interactions between rule applications \[[@CR8], [@CR24]\]. As a bonus, since the efficient detection of such conflicts and dependencies has been the focus of recent theoretical and practical research \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\], we obtain tool support for an automated analysis based on Henshin.

For the statement of the following results, note that sequential independence of the (non-modifying) rule $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C^\prime $$\end{document}$, it is directly consistency sustaining w.r.t. a constraint of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\forall (C, \exists C^\prime )$$\end{document}$.

Theorem 4 {#FPar19}
---------

**(Criteria for direct consistency sustainment).** Rule *r* is directly consistency sustaining w.r.t. constraint *c* if and only if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ check _{C}$$\end{document}$ is sequentially independent from *r*. If, in addition, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ check _{C^\prime }$$\end{document}$ is parallel independent from *r*, then *r* is directly consistency sustaining w.r.t. constraint *d*.

The above criterion is sufficient but not necessary for constraints of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\forall (C, \exists C^\prime )$$\end{document}$. For example, it does not take into account the possibility of *r* creating a new valid occurrence of *C*. The next proposition strengthens the above theorem by partially remedying this.

Proposition 1 {#FPar20}
-------------
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                \begin{document}$$ check _{C^\prime }$$\end{document}$ is parallel independent from *r* and for every weak critical sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G \Rightarrow _{r,m} H \Rightarrow _{ check _{C},p^{\prime \prime }} H$$\end{document}$ it holds that there is an injective morphism $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p^{\prime \prime } \models \exists C^{\prime }$$\end{document}$, then *r* is directly consistency sustaining w.r.t. constraint *d*.

For consistency improvement we state criteria on rules as well: If a rule is directly consistency improving w.r.t. a constraint of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\forall (C, \exists C^{\prime })$$\end{document}$, it is either (1) able to destroy an occurrence of *C* (deleting a part of it) or (2) to bring about an occurrence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lnot \exists C$$\end{document}$, condition (1) is the only one that holds.

Theorem 5 {#FPar21}
---------

**(Criteria for direct consistency improvement).** If rule *r* is directly consistency sustaining w.r.t. constraint *c*, then it is directly consistency improving w.r.t. *c* if and only if *r* causes a conflict for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The above criterion is not sufficient in case of constraint *d*. The existing conflicts or dependencies do not ensure that actually an *invalid* occurrence of *C* can be deleted or a new occurrence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Looking closer to the criteria stated above, we can find some recurring patterns. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} lists the kinds of universal constraints up to nesting level 2 and the corresponding criteria. While we have shown the criteria in the first two rows in Theorems [4](#FPar19){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"}, we conjecture the criteria in the last row of Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. To prove generalized theorems for nesting levels $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 4 {#FPar22}
---------

We can use the criteria in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} to semi-automatically reason about consistency sustainment and improvement in our example. To this end, we first apply automated conflict and dependency analysis (CDA, \[[@CR18]\]) to the relevant pairs of mutation and check rules. Using the detected conflicts and dependencies, we infer parallel and sequential (in)dependence per definition, as shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. For example, since no dependencies between *assignFeature* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Consistency Sustainment:* Based on Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, we find that the sufficient criterion formulated in Theorem [4](#FPar19){ref-type="sec"} is adequate to show direct consistency sustainment in four out of seven positive cases as per Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}: rule *assignFeature* with constraint $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Consistency Improvement:* Based on Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, our necessary criterion allows to detect the two positive cases in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}: rules *deleteEmptyClass* and *assignFeature* with constraint $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Related Work {#Sec9}
============

In this paper, we introduce a graduated version of a specific logic on graphs, namely of nested graph constraints. Moreover, we focus on the interaction of this graduation with graph transformations. Therefore, we leave a comparison with fuzzy or multi-valued logics (on graphs) to future work. Instead, we focus on works that also investigate the interaction between the validity of nested graph constraints and the application of transformation rules.

Given a graph transformation (sequence) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G \Rightarrow H$$\end{document}$, the validity of graph *H* can be established with basically three strategies: (1) graph *G* is already valid and this validity is preserved, (2) graph *G* is not valid and there is a *c*-guaranteeing rule applied, and (3) graph *G* is made valid by a graph transformation (sequence) step-by-step.

Strategies (1) and (2) are supported by the incorporation of constraints in application conditions of rules as presented in \[[@CR11]\] for nested graph constraints in general and implemented in Henshin \[[@CR19]\]. As the applicability of rules enhanced in that way can be severely restricted, improved constructions have been considered of specific forms of constraints. For constraints of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \le 2$$\end{document}$. In \[[@CR19]\], two of the present authors also suggested certain simplifications of application conditions; the resulting ones are still constraint-preserving. In \[[@CR20]\], we even showed that they result in the logically weakest application condition that is still directly consistency sustaining. However, the result is only shown for negative constraints of nesting level one. A very similar construction of negative application conditions from such negative constraints has very recently been suggested in \[[@CR3]\].

Strategy (3) is followed in most of the rule-based graph repair or model repair approaches. In \[[@CR22]\], the violation of mainly multiplicity constraints is considered. In \[[@CR12]\], Habel and Sandmann derive graph programs from graph constraints of nesting level $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lnot \exists C$$\end{document}$. They also investigate whether a given set of rules allows to repair such a given constraint. In \[[@CR7]\] Dyck and Giese present an approach to automatically check whether a transformation sequence yields a graph that is valid w.r.t. specific constraints of nesting level $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Up to now, result graphs of transformations have been considered either valid or invalid w.r.t. to a graph constraint; intermediate consistency grades have not been made explicit. Thereby, *c*-preserving and *c*-guaranteeing transformations \[[@CR11]\] focus on the full validity of the result graphs. Our newly developed notions of consistency-sustainment and improvement are located properly in between existing kinds of transformations (as proven in Theorems [2](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"}). These new forms of transformations make the gradual improvements in consistency explicit. While a detailed and systematic investigation (applying the static methods developed in this paper) is future work, a first check of the kinds of rules generated and used in \[[@CR14]\] (model editing), \[[@CR22]\] (model repair), and \[[@CR5]\] (search-based model engineering) reveals that---in each case---at least some of them are indeed (directly) consistency-sustaining. We are therefore confident that the current paper formalizes properties of rules that are practically relevant in diverse application contexts. Work on partial graphs as in, e.g. \[[@CR26]\], investigates the validity of constraints in families of graphs which is not our focus here and therefore, not further considered.

Stevens in \[[@CR27]\] discusses similar challenges in the specific context of bidirectional transformations. Here, consistency is a property of a pair of models (loosely, graphs) rather than between a graph and constraint. In this sense, it may be argued that our formalisation generalises that of \[[@CR27]\]. Several concepts are introduced that initially seem to make sense only in the specific context of bidirectional transformations (*e.g.,* the idea of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathop {R}\limits ^{\rightarrow }}$$\end{document}$ candidates), but may provide inspiration for a further extension of our framework with corresponding concepts.

Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

In this paper, we have introduced a definition of graph consistency as a graduated property, which allows for graphs to be partially consistent w.r.t. a nested graph constraint, inducing a partial ordering between graphs based on the number of constraint violations they contain. Two new forms of transformation can be identified as consistency sustaining and consistency improving, respectively. They are properly located in between the existing notions of constraint-preserving and constraint-guaranteeing transformations. Lifting them to rules, we have presented criteria for determining whether a rule is consistency sustaining or improving w.r.t. a graph constraint. We have demonstrated how these criteria can be applied in the context of a case study from search-based model engineering.

While the propositions we present allow us to check a given rule against a graph constraint, their lifting to a set of constraints is the next step to go. Furthermore, algorithms for constructing consistency-sustaining or -improving rules from a set of constraints are left for future work.
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